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All rights reserved Worldwide. May not be reproduced without permission. May be posted electronically
provided that it is transmitted unaltered, in its entirety, and without charge. He was the creator and protector of
all people; he was the god who could vanquish evil; the first humans were created from his tears. Pharaoh
Lawrence Raab German ironic Realist and pessimistic novelist, known for biting social commentary, yet with
humor and affection for characters. Although not a Romance author, he contributed to the structure of early
German Science Fiction which itself influenced the Time Travel Romance subgenre in the emphasis on
realism, the need for progress, and the formal complexity of the flow of time in his later fiction, such as
Stopfkuchen []. In this regard, he helped to split "plot" the page-by-page sequence of events, with multiple
flashbacks and flashforwards from "story" the chronological sequence of events , and gave the writer more
control of dramatic influence on the reader. Jean Rabe, full name Jean Marie Rabe: Physician, scholar,
humanist, archaeologist, botanist, and brilliant author of France. There he became one of the leading homorists
and Fantasists in the Yiddish language, balancing insight about life among rural and urban Jews with retellings
of Jewish legends and myths, especially those of remote Eastern European origin. Devil Jean Racine
Robinson, ; Oxford University Press, ] References: Scandanavian Pantheon Mille J. He founded the Swatantra
Freedom Party in They can morph into different shapes, and grow stronger as the day goes on. Most are ugly,
but some of the females are ravishingly beautiful [see: Major explorer, courtier, prose author, and poet of
England. He was very close to Queen Elizabeth in and , and sent expeditions to North America the Queen
refused to risk his life, and forbade him to go himself. James I released him in in return for a promise to bring
back gold from South America. Sir Walter violated the terms of the promise by attacking a Spanish colony in
South America. Back in England, he was arrested, tried, and executed. The famous anecdote about Sir Walter
spreading his cloak over a puddle, so that the Queen could cross the street unmuddied, was mentioned by Sir
Walter Scott in the novel "Kenilworth. American writer who travelled with Benjamin Franklin to London
Once ensconced in London, his reputation was assured by: Clarke, and two sequels co-authored by Clarke and
Gentry Lee, due to be a movie. Moslem holy month; ninth month of Islamic year; month in which the Koran
was revealed to Mohammed; month is celebrated with fasting and non-drinking except for the infirm, sick, or
pregnant Walter Ramal: Serendip, today Sri Lanka and India, so that Rama and his holy army could cross,
invade, and conquer, whereupon Rama killed Ravana with a magic arrow. There is a spoof retelling of the
samew name [] by Aubrey Menen. Compared to "The Spectator" by Addison, they were intellectual and over
the head of the public at large. It resembled an elite RWA convention: Raminagrobis writes an ambiguous
poem which strongly advises that Panurge do both. Caucasians harass Alessandro, until his life is destroyed. It
also implicitly influenced science fiction novels that portray the alien sympathetically. His works are known
for their penetrating, objective analysis of mental, economic, and social contexts, sometimes using
stream-of-consciousness. He established the first circulating library in Scotland. He had several books of his
own poetry published, mostly daramtic, humorous, and pastoral. Novelist of Switzerland, who studied the
peasant life, legends, and language of his geographic area. There is some superstitious content, which falls
short of what I categorize as fantasy. He was profoundly influenced by Classic drama, and adapted various
Greek plays for the English stage. I have been unable to locate some of his allegedly Fantasy poems. Vance
Randolph 23 Feb ? American folklorist of the Ozark: Press, ] stories Arabella Randolphe: Queen in Hindu
society, female equivalent of Rajah. His poetry is greatly influenced by the Metaphysical poets, is often ironic,
is nostalgiac for the Southern aristocratic past before the Civil War , and therefore his poems are often
critiques of modern technological society. Thus, he influenced other such critics: Alan Ginsberg, the Beat
movement in general, the back-to-the-land movement in the Hippie era of the late s through the s.
English-language novelist of India, who studied at the Sorbonne and also wrote in French. Philosophical
Romance by Samuel Johnson. Among other themes, the protagonist is disbused of the notions that scientific
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discoveries can give humanity realistic hopes, nor can imaginatinative Fantasy, nor Romantic love. In that
sense, this is a work fundamentally opposed to Romance, Science Fiction, and Fantasy as literary genres, in a
way instructive to consider. Paul the Hermit had a raven fetch him a bread loaf, a raven sits at St. Oswald
holds a raven which has a ring in its beak [see: The best-known Fantasy author in Belgium was probably Jean
Ray His first fiction was published in , his first book of stories "Contes du whisky" in Enormously prolific,
no complete bibliography has been possible to create for him. The so-called "Les Oeuvres completes de Jean
Ray" [Paris, ] is actually a mere selection of his hundreds of stories and dozens of books. Marabout also
published some of his other books, such as: The book most commonly cited as his masterpiece is "Malpertuis"
[].
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Mary Balogh, "Dark Rider. A vampire has plans for a rake and a lady at a masquerade ball. Jo Ann Ferguson,
"Spellbound. A tomcat costs a lady her reputation but wins her heart for his beleagured master. Cindy
Holbrook, "A Fairy Tail. Nancy Lawrence, "A Bewitching Minx. Lord blames his new neighbor for the
unearthly sounds he hears in the night. Lord Guy Santana Summary: A lord meets a woman who claims she is
his destiny before she vanishes. Donna Bell, "The Reluctant Warlock. Lady rescues a kitten from a gentleman
believed by his eccentric aunt to be a warlock. Catherine Blair, "The Black Kitten. A spinster loses her
beloved kitten but finds unexpected love. Lynn Collum, "The Bewitched Baron. A witch gives a potion to a
bumbling gentleman and he is transformed into a charming rogue. Jeanne Savery, "The Reluctant Witch. A
lady accidentally casts a love spell over her infuriating neighbor. Gayle Buck, "Old Acquaintances. Patricia
Rice, "The Kissing Bough. Janice Bennett, "The Holly Brooch. Mary Jo Putney, "Sunshine for Christmas.
Lonely gentleman spends Christmas in Naples, where he meets an English governess. Hero first appeared in
The Rake and the Reformer, Anita Mills, "The Last Wish. Mary Balogh, "Playing House. Impoverished lady
asks her cold-hearted neighbor for a Christmas goose and gifts for her brother and sister. Carla Kelly, "The
Three Kings. English lady stranded in Spain during the war accepts the escort of a Spanish colonel. Sheila
Walsh, "The Christmas Star. Sandra Heath, "Mistletoe and Folly. Gentleman encounters the woman who
broke his heart by marrying a richer man years earlier. Melinda McRae, "Home for Christmas. Gentleman
returns after years in America to find his family home vacant except for the governess. Edith Layton, "The
Dark Man. Lady who accepts the proposal of a most eligible suitor has doubts about his feelings for her.
Elizabeth Mansfield, "The Girl with Airs. Jo Beverley, "Twelfth Night. Lady learns the truth about a man she
thought betrayed her six years ago. Sara Blayne, "Lords of Misrule. Georgina Devon, "A Gift of the Heart.
Penniless lady offers herself as mistress to the lord she once snubbed but he has other plans. Lady and
gentleman join forces to discover who killed their host at a Christmas house party. Very little romance
between the hero and heroine. Valerie King, "The Sounds of Christmas. Lady determines to bring Christmas
joy to a house still in mourning for its long-dead mistress. Lord hosting a house party invites a friend he hopes
will make a match with his childhood companion. Lord who finds a baby on his doorstep suspects a lady who
arrives shortly afterwards. Sandra Heath, "Under the Kissing Bough. A group of travelers are stranded at an
inn over Christmas. Dawn Aldridge Poore, "Christmas Ring. Lord loses his memory and thinks his wife is still
a governess. Leslie Lynn, "The Christmas Ball. Emma Lange, "Christmas Magic. Widow of a much older man
encounters the rake who once tempted her to betray her marriage vows. Lord intends to divorce the wife who
left him, not realizing another woman schemed to drive them apart. Mary Balogh, "The Best Gift. Lord asks a
schoolteacher to accompany his niece to his country estate for Christmas. Emily Hendrickson, "Christmas
Knight. Two sisters receive their wish for a Christmas Knight when their brother brings home two friends.
Mercedes de Laroche Summary: Gentleman assists a lady pursued by a dangerous earl. Sandra Heath, "The
Christmas Ghost. Rake sets up the daughter of the woman he loved with a man similar to himself. Laura
Matthews, "Lady Bountiful. Mary Balogh, "The Surprise Party. Three orphans bring together their paternal
aunt and maternal uncle, who were once engaged. Carola Dunn, "The Christmas Party. Karla Hocker, "Under
the Mistletoe. Widow of a cruel man fears her husband is still alive. Joy Reed, "Christmas Beau. A rugged
Highlander comes between a London debutante and her fashionable beau. A Regency Christmas Feast. Mary
Balogh, "The Wassail Bowl. Owen Whitely, Duke of Blackburn Summary: Barbara Metzger, "Proof of the
Pudding. Mary Balogh, "Bond Street Carolers. Penniless lady captures the heart of the lord intended for her
spoiled cousin. Jenna Jones, "The Rose and Shadow. Captain Derrick Palmer, R. Lady who was forced into
marriage with a lord has a second chance with the man she always loved. Judith Lansdowne, "The
Magnifkitten. Barbara Metzger, "Three Good Deeds. Lord is attracted to a Southern belle but feels he must
marry for money to recoup his bankrupt estate. Allison Lane, "Second Chance. Governess at a house party
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encounters the lover she was parted from years ago by a misunderstanding. Carla Kelly, "The Christmas
Ornament. Two fathers decided to match up their children, a shy Oxford don and a bookish lady. Edith
Layton, "Hounds of Heaven. Mysterious couple steal from a lord and give to a lady who takes in orphans.
Eccentric lady brings together two estranged lovers stranded at her house over Christmas. Alice Holden,
"Beneath the Mistletoe. Curricle accident unites a lady with an officer who once kissed her under the
mistletoe. Children try to bring their uncle together with a suitable lady by way of a kitten. Earl with a sick
daughter tries to buy a kitten from a lady he nearly ran over and mistook for a lightskirt. Captain Michael
Lynch, R. Naval captain takes in the wards of his late first mate. Artist falls in love with a lady whose wedding
portrait he was commissioned to paint. Lord who wishes for an old-fashioned girl finds one on a visit to
Wales. A Regency Christmas Eve.
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A Bewitching Season: The Bewitched Baron / The Bewitchment of Lord Dalford / The Reluctant Witch by Debbie
Raleigh, Jeanne Savery, Lynn Collum. of 5 stars.

It was not so much his appearance that made her think of the Lord of the Netherworld, she grudgingly
conceded. Indeed, he might have been a beloved angel with his long, tawny curls that framed a lean
countenance and brushed his wide shoulders. His eyes were a pure, shimmering gold with long black lashes
that would make any woman gnash her teeth in envy. His features were carved with a delicate male beauty.
But there was nothing angelic in the decided glint of wicked humor in those magnificent eyes and sensuous
cut of those full lips. And, of course, the indecent charm of those deep dimples. She should have sent him on
his way the moment he arrived upon her doorstep. Not even for a moment should she be considering the
notion of allowing such a disturbing gentleman into her home. She would have to be mad. When she had first
been struck with the notion of renting her attics, it had been with the prospect of discovering a quiet,
comfortable tenant. Someone who would not disturb the peace of her household. Unfortunately there were few
such tenants who desired to live in a neighborhood that hovered on the edge of the stews. The local
pickpockets and prostitutes did not possess the funds to pay the rent, even if she were to consider allowing
them into her home. And the few gentlemen who possessed businesses in the area already owned their own
property, usually far from St. Which left Lucien Valin. A shiver raced down her spine. If only she were not in
such desperate need of money. If only it were not a full two months until her quarterly allowance. Her lips
twitched with wry humor. She could devote the next fortnight to listing the "if-onlys" in her life. Now was not
the time for such futile longings. She better than anyone understood that the mistakes of the past could not be
altered. One could only ensure that they were not repeated. Unconsciously straightening her spine Jocelyn
forced herself to meet that piercing golden gaze. Jocelyn sucked in a steadying breath. Devil or not, he was the
only potential tenant who offered the cold, hard coin she so desperately needed. There had to be something
said for that. I am uncertain that a gentleman of your large proportions would find them at all comfortable. I
need hit my head upon the rafters on only a handful of occasions to recall to duck. The stench can be
unbearable on some days. Not even Mayfair is unaffected. She never allowed herself to be ruffled. She had
learned through painful experience that to lose control was a certain invitation to disaster. It is enough to
terrify the stoutest of hearts. Although he cloaked himself in a lazy charm, there was no mistaking the fluid
power of his male form or the hint of ruthless will that was etched upon the lean features. Only a fool would
underestimate the danger of Mr. And Jocelyn was no fool. I live very quietly. I will not countenance loud
gatherings or drunken carousing. Valin from her house. She did not have the luxury of turning away a
perfectly suitable tenant just because of some vague fear. Jocelyn narrowed her gaze. You are welcome to eat
in the kitchen with Meg, but the remainder of the house is not to be entered. Then he gave a vague nod of his
head. She had also made impossible rules that would annoy the most even-tempered of gentlemen. The mere
fact that he had so readily agreed made her even more suspicious. His hands lowered as he regarded her with a
bemused smile. Her gaze continued over the hard, muscular thrust of his legs to linger upon the glossy
Hessians that cost more than many families could earn in a year. At last she raised her head to discover him
regarding her in a curious fashion. Why would you desire to take inferior rooms in a neighborhood most
consider fit only for cutthroats and whores? You shall have to do better than that, Mr. Gideon can
unfortunately be tiresomely unreasonable when he chooses, and I believe there was some mention of a nasty
duel. It seemed best to avoid him for the next several weeks. Just until his temper is recovered. What else
could she expect from such a gentleman? He was, after all, born to break the heart of susceptible women. Then
she was severely chastising herself for her unworthy thoughts. She knew nothing of this gentleman. Certainly
not enough to brand him as a womanizing letch. And in truth, even if he were, she was in no position to judge
another. Besides, Gideon would never harm a lady. He far prefers to charm them. This flirtatious banter was
precisely what she had feared from Mr. It was important that she put a swift end to any hopes he might harbor
of a casual seduction. Valin, that I am remotely interested in any charms you might claim to possess. Not even
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remotely interested? She knew the moment her fingers touched the coins she would be irrevocably committed
to allowing this gentleman into her home. And yet, what else could she do? There was nothing particularly
noble in bare cupboards and empty coal bins. And besides, she had Meg to consider. Her old nurse was the
only one to stand beside her when the scandal had broken. She was the only friend she had left in the world.
How could she possibly allow the older woman to suffer even further hardship? The answer, of course, was
she could not. This money would pay their most pressing creditors and put food on the table. At the moment
that was all that mattered. Grimly thrusting aside the warning voice that whispered in the back of her mind,
Jocelyn gave a nod of her head. Not that it truly mattered. She would no doubt merely waste the days brooding
upon what was to come. Surely this was like swallowing vile medicine. It was best to be done with quickly. I
will collect my belongings and be here later this afternoon. She absolutely refused to shiver again. It will be
several hours before he awakens. Jocelyn, however, was prepared on this occasion. She is quite capable and is
in full control of the household. Only then did she lean back in her seat and close her eyes in an odd weariness.
There would be dinner on the table tonight. But what was the cost? And was she prepared to pay it? The
kitchen was surprisingly clean and filled with the delicious aroma of fresh-baked bread and drying herbs.
Seated at the scrubbed table, Lucien leaned back with a deep sigh. The house might be tidy with sturdy
furnishings, but there was no ignoring the neighborhood was a breath from utter decay and that the air was
rancid with the stench of rotting trash and sewer. Still, he was not overly disappointed that his trail had led him
to this narrow house in the shabby cul-de-sac. His rooms might be cramped and his delicate senses offended
by the derelict surroundings, but it all became meaningless the moment he had stepped into the small study.
Even now he could feel the shock of utter bewitchment when he had beheld Miss Kingly. She had quite
simply stolen his breath. Her face was a perfect oval with large eyes the impossible blue of tropical waters.
Her hair, which had been ruthlessly wrenched into a knot at the base of her neck, possessed the rich luster of
sable that contrasted sharply with the flawless cream of her skin.
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THE BEWITCHMENT OF LORD DALFORD by Debbie Raleigh -Annie Winsome may be a witch, but the mortal world
has never lost its fascination for her -- and a London Season is too tempting to resist. Believing an innocent potion will
polish her bumbling friend Lord Dalford, she is stunned to find him transformed into a charming rogue -- one she wants.

What happens when a mischievous witch meddles with that most powerful enchantment, love? The answer is
here in these three spellbinding stories of witchcraft gone wrongâ€”and romance gone quite blissfully right!
Believing an innocent potion will polish her bumbling friend Lord Dalford, she is stunned to find him
transformed into a charming rogueâ€”one she wants for herself! But when she discovers Dalford has a bit of
magic up his own sleeve, she suspects that love may be the most powerful spell of all. Unfortunately, before
long Samantha is importuned to read tea leaves and brew love spells. One of which must have gone horribly
awry, for Sam realizes that her arrogant neighbor Lord Dalreach has tumbled for her! Why, then, is every
moment in his arms so sweetly enchanting? An American herself, she is descended from the English via her
father and the Scots via her mother. She reread them while living in Whitstable, Kent. The dialogue was
charming, but the detail was forbidding: For library research, she amassed and read a library of diaries, letters,
memoirs, yearbooks, etc. For field research, she and her spouse repeatedly crisscrossed the island of Great
Britain. Their two daughters fondly recall a family jaunt with bed and breakfast in August, She published her
first Regency Romance in Since then, she has published more than a dozen novels as well as more than a
half-dozen novellas. She is a member of Novelists, Inc. Lynn Collum is a second generation Floridian whose
grandparents settled in Central Florida in at that time, there were far more cattle than tourists. While in
Europe, she met the man who would become her husband. The two were married at the local city hall by a
German judge. After four years abroad, the couple returned to the states and relocated to Atlanta, GA. This
southern city is where they lived for ten years and started a family. Lynn and her husband have two children in
college as well as a cat, a dog, and a horse. Lynn began to write seriously in after taking a writing course at the
local college. Since that time, she has written five novels and six novellas for Zebra. One of her favorite
pastimes is teaching workshops on writing techniques to help novice authors.
Chapter 5 : Alexandra Ivy - Infogalactic: the planetary knowledge core
Unwrap a complete list of books by Debbie Raleigh and find books available for swap.

Chapter 6 : Kensington Publishing Corp: : A Bewitching Season
stars so rounded up! This is a very sweet anthology of three Regency era stories about witches. It's an older book and
the stories are filled with sexual tension, but no actual consummation.

Chapter 7 : Regency Romance Short Story Collections
"The Bewitchment of Lord Dalford" by Debbie Raleigh Annie Winsome may be a witch, but the mortal world has never
lost its fascination for her-and a London Season is too tempting to resist. Believing an innocent potion will polish her
bumbling friend Lord Dalford, she is stunned to find him transformed into a charming rogue-one she wants for.

Chapter 8 : Christmas Eve Kittens by Cathleen Clare, Wilma Counts and Deborah Raleigh
"The Bewitchment of Lord Dalford" by Debbie Raleigh Annie Winsome may be a witch, but the mortal world has never
lost its fascination for herâ€”and a London Season is too tempting to resist. Believing an innocent potion will polish her
bumbling friend Lord Dalford, she is stunned to find him transformed into a charming rogueâ€”one she wants.
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Bewitched Baron / Lynn Collum --Bewitchment of Lord Dalford / Debbie Raleigh --Love potion / Jeanne Savey.
Responsibility: Lynn Collum, Debbie Raleigh, Jeanne Savery.
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